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FIVS – Who are we?



• FIVS is a global trade federation
• Designed to serve all sectors of the alcohol 

beverage industry
• Created in 1951, HQ in Paris
• 43 Full Members (Producers, Associations)
• 12 Affiliate Members (Research Institutions, Law 

Firms, Laboratories, Allied Associations)
• 1 Region (EU), plus 23 Countries
• Vision, Values, Structure and Activities are guided 

by our Strategic Plan

Who Are We?



Membership Geography 

55 Members, 23 regions/countries



Vision

A successful global alcohol beverage industry, 
operating on the principles of economic, social and 
environmental sustainability, focusing on consumer 
interests, and operating in a climate free from trade-
distorting factors of all kinds.



Values

• Consensus
• Collaboration
• Commitment
• Communication



Logo

We are Global

Triple-Bottom-Line Sustainability
We are About the Industry’s

We are FIVS (!)



See fivs.org for More



How is FIVS positioned?



Economic 
Sustainability

WG

Social 
Sustainability

WG

Environmental 
Sustainability

WG

Scientific & 
Technical 

Committee

“Triple Bottom Line” Alignment

What is FIVS for?

FIVS – For the overall Sustainability of the Global Industry

Structure



Observerships

• Official observer to:
• OIV
• Codex Alimentarius
• WIPO



Positioning

IWTS – (International 
Wine Technical Summit) IWTS

FIVS
- Economic Sustainability
- Social Sustainability
- Environ. Sustainability
- Scientific & Technical

FIVS

APEC WRF (Asia Pacific 
Economic Cooperation, 
Wine Regulatory Forum) APEC WRF

WWTG – (World Wine 
Trade Group)

WWTG

Codex Alimentarius –
CCFA, CCFL, CCGP, 
CCFICS, CCMAS, CCFC, 
CCPR, CAC

Codex

OIV  (International 
Organisation of the Vine 
and Wine)

OIV

FIVS Members 
Associations/Producers

(STC)

STC



What Does FIVS Do?



Economic Sustainability 
Working Group Highlights

• Codex Committee on Food labelling
• Retention of the exemption for alcohol beverages from 

expiration date labelling

• Codex Committee on Food import and export 
Inspection and Certification Systems

• Food authenticity engagement

• Brexit readiness
• Coordinated action on certificate of analysis proposals 

in Thailand
• FIVS-Abridge



• AIDV, Martigny, 2007 – has come a long way since!
• About 36 markets in total. Codex Alimentarius, Brazil, 

Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania, and Uruguay added last year
• Methods of Analysis topic added (to certification, 

composition, definitions, labelling, production, tariffs, 
taxation.)

• Working relationships with the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC) Wine Regulatory Forum and the 
World Wine Trade Group (WWTG)

• 23 governments now have access and provide content 
updates

• Subscribers from around the world

FIVS-Abridge



Social Sustainability 
Working Group Highlights

• Refreshed our Code of Practice for Advertising and 
Marketing of Alcohol Beverages

• Coordinated international industry response on 
Health Warning Labels in Ireland, South Africa, 
Thailand

• Submitted Conference Room Document to the 
Codex Committee on Food Labelling in response to 
the WHO initiative on health warning labels for 
alcohol beverages.  Present for discussions in 
Paraguay







• Concluded a Memorandum of Understanding with our 
good friends at Wine in Moderation.  

• Even closer coordination and communication on 
encouraging responsible consumption of wine

• Wine and Law Program (University of Reims) –
developing mutually beneficial relationship.

Strategic Partnerships



Environmental Sustainability 
Working Group Highlights

• Promotion of and Compliance with the Global Wine 
Producers’ Environmental Sustainability Principles

• Developed New Social Sustainability Principles for 
Ethical Trading (jointly with Social Sustainability 
WG)

• Considering several strategic partnerships to extend 
influence

• Water footprinting - a focus of activity
• Monitoring the EU Product Environmental 

Footprint (PEF) Project



• Membership (45 from 23 companies/associations) 
including:

• Australian industry’s technical committee
• UK industry’s technical committee
• California industry’s technical committee
• Australian Wine Research Institute (AWRI)
• ETS Laboratories, California
• BIPEA (Global  Laboratory Proficiency Testing Organisation)
• Unione Italiana Vini technical capabilities
• Gruppo Italiano Vini technical capabilities
• Botanical Research Institute of Texas

• Very significant gathering of industry technical 
competence at the international level!

Scientific and Technical 
Committee



• 14 technical papers produced or refreshed
• 3 presented at OIV Congresses, published in proceedings:

• Regulatory principles to enhance coherence and to facilitate 
trade in wine http://bit.ly/FIVSWineGRPs

• Microbiologically, wine is a low food safety risk consumer 
product http://bit.ly/FIVSWineMicro

• Methanol in Wine http://bit.ly/FIVSWineMeOH
• FIVS-APACE created and enhanced 
• As of 2017, a major supplier of technical discussion 

papers to the International Wine Technical Summit
• Comments on about 60-80 OIV resolutions each year
• Codex Committee on Contaminants in Food – revision of 

the limit for lead in wine – prepared and submitted 
comments

STC Activities

http://bit.ly/FIVSWineGRPs
http://bit.ly/FIVSWineMicro
http://bit.ly/FIVSWineMeOH


How do our activities 
help address barriers to 
trade?



Trade barrier impacts
The Working Groups and STC are building a toolkit for FIVS and its 
members to use
Sometimes FIVS speaks for its members, sometimes it equips 
members to speak and seek action from their governments:
• Educate about wine’s properties

• Papers to IWTS, APEC (e.g. Microbiological safety paper)
• Inform about existing wine regulations; shape new ones

• FIVS-Abridge access for governments
• APEC delegate’s comment - pressure for harmonization

• Regulatory Coherence Principles for Wine – avoid past problems
• Intervene in pre-regulatory and regulatory processes

• Comments to Codex Alimentarius on labelling, lead etc
• Comments to OIV on resolutions – submission of 
• Comments on WTO notifications

• Technical Papers, FIVS-APACE

• Head off potential impacts of new private standards
• Global Wine Producers’ Environmental Sustainability Principles
• Social Sustainability Principles for Ethical Trading



What about the future?
Significant challenges are set to continue:



• Demolition of the Free Trade Agenda?
• TTIP? TPP? NAFTA? KORUS?
• Brexit

Economics



• Nutrition
• Ingredients
• Allergens
• (Health)

Labelling



• WHO policy implementation:
• Thailand
• Ireland
• South Africa
• ?

• Codex Alimentarius, NCDs etc
• Ethical trading of growing concern

Social Aspects



• Water supply issues
• California
• South Africa
• Spain

• Other outcomes of climate change

Environment



The Future

• It’s clear there will be an important role for FIVS 
• In fact the need for a strong and cohesive industry 

voice has never been greater
• We aim to continue to develop our toolkit and to 

deploy it effectively to enhance the trading 
situation for the global industry



Thank you!
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